Redefining the Standards of Bulk Handling!

The Hendrik Group, Inc.
HoverGlide™ standards include:
- CAD generated engineering drawings
- Heavy gauge, high quality materials - "built to last"
- Powder coated paint system
- Completely assembled head and discharge enclosures
- 10 foot conveyor modules
- Impeccable follow-up

Benefits of air supported belt conveyors
- Fewer intermediate supports
- Weather tight
- Environmentally friendly
- Practically noiseless
- Less product degradation
- Lower energy costs
- Lower maintenance costs

HoverGlide™ Conveyor
Standard and Optional Features:
- Belt widths from 18” to 96”
- Handling capacities to many thousands of tons per hour
- Heated plenum air for cold weather operation
- Air supported return
- Variable frequency drives
- Single or dual idler belt scales
- Patented self centering hydraulic tensioning system
- Slow speed drives for cold weather operation
- Up to 40’ long pre-assembly of upper and lower plenums
- Stainless steel construction
- Interconnecting chutes between conveyors
- Management of assembly and installation

At The Hendrik Group, design isn’t tacked on, it’s built in!
Join the Hendrik evolution!

The Hendrik Group, Inc.
193 Sprain Brook Road
Woodbury, CT 06798 USA
203-263-7025  fax: 203-263-7425
227 Hamburg Turnpike
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442 USA
973-616-9060  fax: 973-616-9250
www.TheHendrikGroup.com

Represented By:
The Hendrik Group's HoverGlide™ family of custom conveyor systems are evolutionizing the bulk materials handling industry.

As a pioneer in the Bulk Materials Handling Industry, Hendrik provides custom designed solutions to bulk materials handling applications.

HoverGlide™ air supported belt conveyors (asbc) use meticulously calibrated air chambers to support conveyor belts carrying bulk materials with fewer friction oriented components than vintage roller conveyors.

The concept of air supported belt conveyors is simple to understand, but one that few companies have successfully turned into a viable product. Through detailed calculations, superior fabrication and thorough end-to-end management, The Hendrik Group has brought an evolutionary design to the bulk handling industry.

**HoverGlide™ Conveyor advantages:**

- Reduced belt friction between tail and discharge pulleys lessens belt wear and motor horsepower requirements
- Inherent structural integrity of conveyor increases support spacing to 30 - 40 feet
- Inherent structural integrity of conveyor permits modular trusses up to 100 foot spans
- No moving components between tail and discharge pulleys reduces the need for walkways and virtually eliminates maintenance
- Weather tight and dust tight hip roof covers eliminate the need for conveyor enclosures